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Generalized stochastic flow associated to the Itô SDE
with partially Sobolev coefficients and its application

DEJUN LUO

Abstract. We consider the Itô SDEs on Rn with partially Sobolev coefficients.
Assuming the exponential integrability of the negative part of the divergence of
the drift coefficient and the partial gradient of the diffusion coefficient with re-
spect to the Cauchy measure, we show the existence, uniqueness and stability of
generalized stochastic flows associated to such equations. As an application, we
prove the weak differentiability in the sense of measure of the stochastic flow
generated by the Itô SDE with Sobolev coefficients.
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1. Introduction

We consider the following stochastic differential equation

dXt = � (Xt ) dBt + b(Xt ) dt, X0 = x 2 Rn, (1.1)

in which � = (� ik)1in,1km is a matrix-valued function, b = (b1, . . . , bn) is
a vector field, and Bt is an m-dimensional standard Brownian motion defined on
some probability space (�,F , P). It is well known that if � and b are globally
Lipschitz continuous, then equation (1.1) generates a unique stochastic flow Xt of
homeomorphisms on Rn . When the coefficients are less regular, for instance, they
only have log-Lipschitz continuity, it is still possible to prove the homeomorphic
property of the stochastic flow, see [13,24].

On the other hand, recently there are intensive studies on ODEs

dXt
dt

= b(Xt ), X0 = x 2 Rn, (1.2)
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